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Abstract
A sum of disjoint products (SDP) representation of a Boolean

function is useful because it makes readily available certain informa-
tion about the function; however a typical SDP contains many more
terms than an equivalent ordinary sum of products. We conjecture
the existence of certain particular SDP forms of x1 + :::+ xt, which
could be used as patterns in creating relatively economical SDP forms
of other Boolean functions.

Let S = S(x1; :::; xn) be a Boolean function. A sum of disjoint prod-
ucts (or SDP) form of S is a formula

S(x1; :::; xn) =

mX
j=1

nY
i=1

aj(xi)

with the following properties.

1. No product
nY
i=1

aj(xi) is 0.

2. Each aj(xi) depends only on xi; that is, aj(xi) 2 f1; xi; �xig.

3. If j 6= j0 then the products
Qn
i=1 aj(xi) and

Qn
i=1 aj0(xi) are logically

disjoint, i.e., there is at least one i 2 f1; :::; ng such that aj(xi) is the
negation of aj0(xi).

A typical SDP involves many more terms than an equivalent ordinary
sum of products, but in compensation it makes a great deal of information
readily available. For instance,

mX
j=1

2jfi j aj(xi)=1gj



is
��S�1(f1g)��, the number of combinations of truth values of x1; :::; xn which

satisfy S. Because sums of disjoint products are so informative, they have
been used in algorithms to calculate network reliability; see [1] for a survey.

If S is given as an ordinary sum of products S =
Pt

s=1 Ss, then the
seemingly universal strategy for obtaining an SDP form of S involves using
the SDP form

tX
s=1

xs = x1 +
tX

s=2

(xs � �xs�1 � ::: � �x1) (1)

as a pattern. The pattern is applied to S by �nding SDP forms of the
products Ss � �Ss�1 � ::: � �S1 one at a time. It will come as no surprise that
the products Ss � �Ss�1 � ::: � �S1 with large s are generally more complicated
than those with small s, and their SDP forms generally require more terms.
Consequently if one is interested in �nding relatively small SDP forms of
Boolean functions then it seems worthwhile to investigate the various SDP
forms of

Pt
s=1 xs which might be used instead of (1), with special attention

to those which involve conjunctions of relatively few negations.

Theorem. An SDP form

tX
s=1

xs =
mX
j=1

tY
s=1

aj(xs)

of
Pt

s=1 xs must include a product involving at least
�
t
2

�
negations.

Proof. For j 2 f1; :::;mg let Tj = fs 2 f1; :::; sg j aj(xs) = xsg and
Fj = fs 2 f1; :::; sg j aj(xs) = �xsg. Then the jth term of the SDP form is Q

s2Tj
xs

!
�
 Q
s2Fj

�xs

!
;

and this term is satis�ed by every assignment of truth values in which the
elements of Tj are all true and the elements of Fj are all false.

For each particular k 2 f1; :::; tg,
Pt

s=1 xs is satis�ed when xk is true
and every xs with s 6= k is false. Consequently there is at least one jk 2
f1; :::;mg with k =2 Fjk and Tjk � fkg. Tjk cannot be empty, becausePt

s=1 xs is not satis�ed when every xs is false; hence Tjk = fkg. Evidently
j1; :::; jm are pairwise distinct, as the Tjk are pairwise distinct.

Suppose jFjk j <
�
t
2

�
8k 2 f1; :::; tg, and consider a particular k 2

f1; :::; tg. According to condition 3 of the de�nition given at the beginning
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of the note, for each k0 6= k 2 f1; :::; tg there is at least one s 2 f1; :::; tg
such that ajk(xs) is the negation of ajk0 (xs); Tjk = fkg and Tjk0 = fk0g, so
this can only happen if k 2 Fjk0 or k0 2 Fjk . Consequently k appears in
at least t � 1 � jFjk j of the sets Fjk0 with k0 6= k; as jFjk j � �1 +

�
t
2

�
, it

follows that k appears in at least t�
�
t
2

�
of the sets Fjk0 with k

0 6= k. This
is true for every k 2 f1; :::; tg, so we conclude that

tX
k=1

jFjk j � t(t�
�
t

2

�
) � t

�
t

2

�
:

This contradicts the assumption that jFjk j <
�
t
2

�
8k 2 f1; :::; tg. �

Conjecture. For every integer t there is an SDP form of
Pt

s=1 xs in
which no product involves more than

�
t
2

�
negations.

We do not know of any systematic way to address the conjecture, so we
have resorted to explicit constructions. The SDP

x1 + x2 + x3 = x1x2x3 + �x1x2 + �x2x3 + �x3x1 (2)

suggests a specialized form of the conjecture, namely that for prime p there
is an SDP form of

Pp
s=1 xs which contains no product involving more than

p�1
2 negations and is also symmetric with respect to cyclic permutation
of x1; :::; xp. (The restriction to prime p arises from the assumption of
symmetry, which implies that all the binomial coe¢ cients

�
p
k

�
with 0 < k <

p are divisible by p.) Taking advantage of the assumed symmetry, which is a
considerable convenience in the construction, we have been able to con�rm
the conjecture for every odd prime p � 23. These cyclically symmetric SDP
forms can be quite large: (2) involves only four disjoint terms, but other
examples we have found involve tens of terms (p = 5 or 7), hundreds of
terms (p = 11 or 13), thousands of terms (p = 17 or 19), even hundreds of
thousands of terms (p = 23). Nevertheless, the upper bound on the number
of negations that appear in any one term implies that these patterns may
be used to provide SDP forms of n-variable Boolean functions whose term
counts are smaller than those of SDP forms which follow the conventional
pattern (1) by factors up to O(n11).

We refer the interested reader to [2] for more examples, including SDP
forms with multiple-variable inversion. We close with our thanks to Alexan-
dru O. Balan, who helped us �nd and understand some of these examples,
and to Lafayette College, which supported this work.
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